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Abstract: Blockchains can provide integrity and authenticity, but their limited storage capacity can be 

a challenge when it comes to storing large amounts of data. To address this issue, off-chain storage 

solutions such as the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) can be utilized. This has led to the emergence of 

various applications that utilize both blockchain and IPFS. After reviewing a large body of literature 

utilizing blockchain and IPFS, we found that the coordinated interaction between blockchain and IPFS 

can help solve many problems and provide many research opportunities. Therefore, this survey paper 

aims to introduce the interaction mechanism between blockchain and IPFS. We first provide a general 

overview and comparison of different P2P data networks to help understand why IPFS is suitable as the 

storage layer for blockchains. Subsequently, we use select applications that leverage blockchain and 

IPFS to show how the mechanism works and explore new developments in this area. Specifically, we 

identify research areas and provide a qualitative comparison of these different applications. From the 

comparison, we derive research goals related to the interaction mechanism between blockchain and IPFS.  

Keywords: Blockchain; IPFS; coordinated interaction; data networks; peer-to-peer networks; 

data  availability  

1. Introduction 

Since Nakamoto [1] introduced the concept of the blockchain in 2008, blockchains have been widely 

used in various scenarios, including medical treatment, logistics, copyright protection, and finance, due 

to their security, high transparency, and reliability [2]. As a distributed network, a blockchain utilizes a 

consensus mechanism to record and synchronize data, ensuring that data is immutable [3]. The inclusion 

of new data within the blockchain is accomplished through the formation of blocks, which, upon receipt 

of new data, generate a hash value derived from the relevant data, the index of the block in the chain, 

the timestamp of data reception, and the hash of the preceding block within the chain. After a node 

successfully mined the block, copies of the block are disseminated to other nodes for linkage with their 

respective local chains. Each block is divisible into two sections, the block header and the block body. 

While the former links to the previous block to form a chain structure, the latter records data information 

within the network. For more information on blockchains, see [4]. However, blockchains face challenges, 
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such as limited on-chain storage capacity [5,6], which can limit the amount of data that can be stored per 

block. This can result in high transaction fees when attempting to store large amounts of data on a 

blockchain, such as in Bitcoin or Ethereum [7]. Each transaction must be verified and processed by 

network participants, which can be costly in terms of computing power and energy consumption. 

One way to improve blockchains' storage issues is off-chaining transaction data [8]. By moving 

transaction data off the blockchain and onto an off-chain storage platform, the amount of data stored on 

the blockchain can be reduced, thereby improving scalability. In that case, an on-chain and off-chain 

interaction mechanism is required. The on-chain and off-chain interaction mainly include transferring 

transaction data originally stored in the blockchain to an off-chain storage platform, storing a digest 

corresponding to the original off-chain data on the blockchain, and utilizing the on-chain digest to 

validate and retrieve off-chain original data. To guarantee the data consistency, data availability, data 

authenticity, efficiency and security of data retrieval, it is essential to establish an on-chain and off-chain 

interaction mechanism. 

Many different peer-to-peer (P2P) data networks can be utilized as off-chain storage platforms. P2P 

data networks offer decentralized data storage, distribution, replication, and exchange, providing an 

alternative to centralized cloud storage and breaking free from data silos [9]. Popular P2P technologies 

include Napster [10], Freenet [11], Chord [12], CAN [13], Pastry [14], and BitTorrent [15]. The 

InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) [16] is the beginning of a new generation of P2P data networks [9] 

and is often used as a storage layer for blockchains. It is a P2P distributed hypermedia distribution 

protocol. Computing devices connected by it all have the same file management mode, integrate the 

distributed system, and have excellent security and high transmission speed [17]. IPFS uses content-

based addressing to uniquely identify and retrieve files, assigning each file a unique content-addressed 

identifier (CID) derived from the file's content. IPFS has a good application prospect in distributed 

networks. However, the authenticity of data stored on IPFS cannot be guaranteed, as files are uploaded 

by each node and stored on nodes that can be targeted by hackers, making data tampering a risk [3]. 

Note, that we introduce IPFS more detailly in a separate section. 

Given all the above, it is time to formally introduce the interaction mechanism between blockchain 

and IPFS, which we will refer to as the interaction mechanism in the following for simplicity. The 

interaction mechanism provides a secure and efficient way to store and access data. Data is uploaded 

onto IPFS, and the CID is stored on the blockchain, enabling easy tracing and authentication [3]. The 

interaction mechanism can fulfill various purposes beyond simply improving storage issues of 

blockchains and ensuring the authenticity of IPFS data. For example, the utilization of blockchain 

technology can serve two distinct purposes in relation to IPFS data: facilitating access control [18–20] 

and generating an audit trail [21]. Moreover, cryptocurrencies can function as an incentive system for 

P2P data networks, increasing their availability and robustness [9]. Consequently, the interaction 

mechanism is widely utilized in various areas, e.g., medical data storage [22,23], agricultural products 

tracking [24], and IoT data privacy [25]. 

In this paper, we explore the interaction between blockchain and IPFS and how this interaction 

addresses specific challenges in different research areas with select applications. We conducted a 

comprehensive review of literature that analyzes or utilizes the interaction mechanism. By comparing 

different applications and studying relevant literature, we extract five significant and representative areas 

related to the interaction mechanism that merit further research, including performance, access control, 
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security, data availability, and data look-up. We provide an introduction to existing research in each of 

these areas and a comparative overview of some applications that leverage blockchain and IPFS within 

the last few years with respect to these five areas. While numerous new applications based on blockchain 

and IPFS have been proposed, we focus on applications that demonstrate distinct characteristics across 

various scenarios. Our overview emphasizes scientific and technical aspects combined with specific 

implementation details to extract meaningful insights. Drawing on our findings, we extract new research 

opportunities concerning the interaction mechanism between blockchain and IPFS. To conduct this 

survey, we consulted a diverse range of sources, including journal articles, white papers, books, and 

conference proceedings. 

The remainder is structured as follows: First, we present an overview and a comparison of various 

P2P data networks (Section 2). Subsequently, we delve into technical analysis of the interaction 

mechanism between blockchain and IPFS (Section 3). Finally, Section 4 concludes this survey. 

2. Peer-to-peer data networks 

Aside from IPFS, many P2P data networks are in development. Daniel and Tschorsch [9] provided a 

general overview and a qualitative comparison of IPFS [16] with other unique P2P data networks such 

as BitTorrent [15], Swarm [26], the Hypercore Protocol [27], SAFE [28], Storj [29], and Arweave [30]. 

They found that most of the literature on P2P data networks focuses on IPFS, with analyses and 

utilization of other networks being scarce. The possible reasons for this could include inadequate real-

world application, limited user adoption, insufficient implementation, or inadequate clear and organized 

documentation. Most systems, unlike IPFS, are challenging to understand, access, and prove that 

they  work.  

For a better understanding of why IPFS is suitable as the storage layer for blockchains, we briefly 

introduce IPFS and these other P2P data networks and mainly discuss what advantages IPFS has over 

traditional file systems and other P2P data networks. For more details on P2P data networks, we refer 

to  [9]. Table 1 summarizes and compares IPFS with the following data networks.  

2.1. InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) 

The InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) [16] is a cutting-edge P2P file system that utilizes advanced 

technologies to create a secure and efficient means of storing and sharing files. IPFS addresses many of 

the limitations of traditional HTTP-based file transfer protocols, such as centralized servers, high 

bandwidth costs, and a lack of content integrity. By utilizing distributed hash tables (DHTs) and content-

addressed storage, IPFS offers a more efficient, secure, and resilient way to store, access, and share files 

over the Internet. 

IPFS employs libp2p [31], a modular P2P networking stack, to facilitate communication between 

nodes. Additionally, IPFS uses Kademlia [32], which is likely the most extensively utilized DHT, to 

enable content routing and peer discovery. When a node in IPFS discovers a new node through Kademlia, 

it attempts to establish a connection and assigns it into a bucket [33]. These connections are managed by 

a connection management system that trims idle connections once the HighWater threshold is achieved 

(default 900), until the LowWater threshold is reached (default 600). 
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Table 1. Summary and Comparison of the Different Data Networks. 

System Main goal File handling Security User base Token Mutability Network 

IPFS [16,34] 

 

Decentralized web enabling fast 

distribution through content 

addressing 

 

Opportunistic file look-up, a DHT is for the 

backup look-up; files are split into blocks and 

their locations are random; passive file replication 

 

Content-addressing, 

replication, and 

incentives 

    

Large 

 

Filecoin [35] 

 

IPNS 

 

Hybrid 

 

BitTorrent [15] 

 

Efficient file distribution over the 

Internet in a decentralized 

manner   

 

A central component or a DHT is for the backup 

look-up; file-based storage and the location is 

random; passive file replication 

 

Meta-data file, 

replication, and 

incentives 

 

Large 

 

BTT [36] 

 

- 

 

Unstructured 

 

Swarm [26,37] 

 

Decentralized storage and 

communication structure 

supported by complex Ethereum-

based incentives 

 

A DHT is for the backup look-up; files are split 

into blocks and content addressed 

 

Manifests, content-

addressing, replication, 

erasure codes, and 

incentives 

 

Small 

 

Ethereum [7] 

 

ENS, Feeds 

 

Kademlia [32] 

 

Hypercore [27,38] 

 

Simple sharing of large mutable 

data objects between selected 

peers 

 

A DHT is for the backup look-up; file-based 

storage and the location is random; passive file 

replication 

 

Public key, meta-data 

file, and replication 

 

Small 

 

- 

 

Yes 

 

Unstructured 

 

SAFE [28,39] 

 

Autonomous data and 

communications network using 

self-encryption and self-

authentication to improve privacy 

and decentralization 

 

A DHT is for the backup look-up; files are split 

into blocks and content addressed; active file 

replication 

 

Self-authentication, 

content-addressing, 

self-encryption, 

replication, and 

incentives 

 

Small 

 

Safecoin 

 

Specific 

 

Kademlia 

 

Storj [29,40] 

 

Decentralized cloud storage that 

increases file availability using 

erasure codes  

 

Central file look-up; files are split into segments 

and their locations are random 

 

Satellite nodes, erasure 

codes, and incentives 

 

Small 

 

Centralized 

payments 

 

Yes 

 

Unstructured 

 

Arweave [30,41] 
Permanent storage in a 

blockchain-like structure  

Opportunistic file look-up; file-based storage; 

passive file replication 

Blockweave, 

replication, and 

incentives   

Small 

 
Arweave token - Unstructured 
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IPFS uses Merkle directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), as shown in Figure 1, to create a content-

addressed storage system. Merkle DAGs are data structures similar to Merkle trees, but with a few key 

differences. While Merkle trees are binary trees where every non-leaf node is the hash of its two children, 

Merkle DAGs allow for multiple parents for a given node. This means that a node can have multiple 

child nodes, and those child nodes can each be linked to by other nodes in the DAG. In addition to this, 

Merkle DAGs are not required to be balanced, which means that nodes can have different depths in the 

DAG, and there may be multiple paths from the root to a leaf node. By using the root of the Merkle 

DAG to represent content, IPFS provides an efficient and secure way to store and access data. 

 

Figure 1. Structure of a Merkle DAG. 

To efficiently retrieve data, IPFS uses the Bitswap protocol, which sends a combination of WANT-

HAVE and WANT-BLOCK messages to multiple peers in a session. The WANT-HAVE message asks 

if the peer has the requested block, while the WANT-BLOCK message requests the block directly. Since 

version 0.5, Bitswap also sends an optimistic WANT-BLOCK message to one peer. If a block is received 

from a peer, other pending requests for the same block can be canceled with a CANCEL message [42]. 

This helps to ensure that data is retrieved as quickly and efficiently as possible. 

Discussion: IPFS offers numerous advantages over traditional file systems, making it a highly 

efficient, decentralized, and scalable solution. By leveraging a network of peers rather than relying on a 

single server, IPFS reduces the load on any single node and makes the system more resilient to failures. 

Content-addressing and deduplication technologies are integrated in IPFS, which not only makes it easier 

to replicate and distribute data across the network, but also reduces storage requirements and improves 

efficiency [9]. 

IPFS uses a DHT to store information about where files can be found on the network. This enables 

nodes to quickly locate the nearest copy of a file, making it faster to retrieve files and reducing the time 

and bandwidth needed to retrieve files from other nodes.  

Decentralization is a key feature of IPFS, aligning with the decentralization goals of blockchain 

technology. As a result, IPFS is a natural fit for storing off-chain data, and its scalability makes it an 

ideal storage layer for blockchains that may need to handle large amounts of data. Storing CIDs on the 

blockchain is equivalent to storing the original file on IPFS, but without the need for additional block 

capacity. Furthermore, IPFS is widely used with over 4000 contributors [43] worldwide and has been 

deployed in over 2700 Autonomous Systems, covering 152 countries [44]. IPFS infrastructure is highly 

reliable and handles millions of content retrievals from clients every day. 
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Overall, IPFS is a robust and efficient file system that offers numerous advantages over traditional 

file systems, making it an excellent choice for storing off-chain data and serving as the storage layer 

for  blockchains. 

2.2. BitTorrent 

The BitTorrent protocol [15] is a popular and well-researched [45–47] peer-to-peer file sharing protocol 

that has been in use for over two decades. Its unique approach allows users to share large files over the 

internet by breaking them down into smaller pieces, which can be downloaded and uploaded 

simultaneously by multiple peers. This significantly increases download speeds and reduces the strain 

on any single user's internet connection. BitTorrent has stood the test of time and is still actively used 

by millions of people [48] around the world for sharing files. Its success has also served as a model for 

newer P2P file distribution systems. 

Moreover, the BitTorrent Foundation, in partnership with the Tron Foundation, developed 

BitTorrent Token (BTT) [36], a blockchain-based incentive layer that rewards users for sharing and 

seeding files. By providing incentives, BTT aims to increase the availability and persistence of files on 

the network, further enhancing the effectiveness and scalability of the BitTorrent protocol. The use of 

blockchain technology also adds an additional layer of security and transparency to the protocol. Overall, 

BitTorrent and BTT remain important tools for efficient and secure file sharing on the internet. 

Discussion: Daniel and Tschorsch [9] consider BitTorrent a first-generation P2P data network 

which can be used to store data, but it primarily concentrates on data sharing other than data storage. 

While BitTorrent offers many advantages, it also has some significant drawbacks. For example, 

downloading can be unstable, limiting its widespread use to specific occasions. Additionally, BitTorrent 

lacks the ability to verify file publishers, making it difficult to ensure the credibility of downloaded 

content [49]. Furthermore, BitTorrent does not support mutability [9] and uses location-based addressing, 

which requires a tracker to keep track of where files are located. The dependency on a tracker poses 

significant challenges when it comes to accessing files in the event of tracker unavailability. The ability 

for users to modify and delete files introduces potential inconsistencies within the network. Additionally, 

BitTorrent's reliance on a tracker to coordinate file distribution can lead to network slowdowns and make 

it susceptible to overloading or crashes. This reliance on a tracker makes it more challenging to access 

files if the tracker goes down. It can also slow down the network and make it vulnerable to overloading 

or crashes. The ability for users to modify and delete files can create inconsistencies in the network. In 

contrast, IPFS offers content addressing, DHT, and data deduplication, making it a faster and more 

efficient storage and retrieval solution than BitTorrent. Its decentralized network also makes it more 

resistant to attacks, providing a more reliable storage solution for blockchain  applications. 

2.3. Swarm 

Swarm [26] is a revolutionary decentralized P2P network protocol that aims to provide a decentralized 

and censorship-resistant platform for storing and distributing data and files within the web3 stack [50]. 

As an important part of the Ethereum ecosystem, Swarm enables users to securely store and process data 

on a decentralized network, utilizing innovative features such as incentivization models, versioning, and 

mutability support. 
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One of the most notable features of Swarm is its use of the Ethereum Name Service (ENS) [51], 

which allows for human-readable names to be resolved into Swarm addresses, making it easier for users 

to locate and access content on the network. This creates a more user-friendly experience for accessing 

data on the network and improves the overall accessibility of decentralized storage. 

Discussion: IPFS outperforms Swarm in several aspects. In terms of flexibility, IPFS is more 

versatile as it can store any type of data, from structured and unstructured data to large and small files, 

and even entire web applications. In contrast, Swarm is primarily designed for storing small pieces of 

data like metadata. IPFS has a larger user base and is more widely adopted than Swarm, while Swarm is 

a newer technology that adapts the secure and stable network of Ethereum. 

Furthermore, Swarm tends to use slightly more CPU, memory, and network resources than IPFS. 

However, in terms of connectivity, IPFS has a higher average number of connected peers [52]. Another 

potential issue with Swarm is that it may face storage problems due to the determined storage 

locations  [9]. 

Overall, while both IPFS and Swarm have their strengths and weaknesses, IPFS appears to be a 

more flexible, widely used, and established technology. 

2.4. Hypercore Protocol 

The Hypercore Protocol [27,53] is a cutting-edge decentralized data synchronization protocol that 

facilitates real-time data sharing and collaboration across multiple devices without the need for 

centralized servers or cloud services. This protocol is designed with security, efficiency, 

and  decentralization. 

Hypercore utilizes advanced cryptographic techniques to ensure that data is kept private and 

tamper-proof, making it an ideal technology for creating distributed systems and applications. Its ability 

to handle large-scale data synchronization in a decentralized manner makes it a promising technology 

for the future of data sharing and collaboration. 

Numerous applications have already been built using Hypercore, including collaborative text 

editors, social networks, and file-sharing tools. As a result, it has proven to be a versatile and adaptable 

technology that can be used in a wide variety of settings. Given its strengths and versatility, the 

Hypercore Protocol is likely to continue playing a key role in the evolution of decentralized data sharing 

and collaboration. 

Discussion: Like BitTorrent, Hypercore focuses more on data sharing than data storage. Although 

it is able to provide fast and secure off-chain storage solutions for blockchains, IPFS outperforms 

Hypercore in several key areas. For example, IPFS excels in distributing files quickly [54] and efficiently. 

This is thanks to its content addressing mechanism, which enables it to cache content more efficiently 

and distribute it more effectively across a network. As a result, IPFS provides faster access and improved 

performance. In contrast, Hypercore uses key-based addressing, where files are identified by a unique 

key specific to the node that stores it. This can result in redundancy and slower access times compared 

to IPFS. 
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2.5. Secure access for everyone (SAFE) 

Secure Access For Everyone (SAFE) [28,55] is a comprehensive network security solution that enables 

remote workers, contractors, and clients to connect securely to company networks from anywhere. To 

ensure secure and reliable remote access, SAFE incorporates various security mechanisms such as 

encryption and authentication. It is noteworthy that SAFE does not rely on any centralized component 

for authentication, instead using a self-authentication [56] mechanism for added security. In addition, 

the system employs a self-encryption [57] algorithm that encrypts files using the file itself as the key, 

which adds another layer of security. 

The security of SAFE has been analyzed by Paul et al. [58], who focusd on confidentiality, integrity, 

and availability. The analysis has identified the system's strengths and weaknesses, helping to inform 

ongoing efforts to improve its security. 

Discussion: One potential concern regarding the use of the SAFE network is the possibility of its 

self-authentication feature being exploited, which could lead to the exposure of personal user data [59]. 

In comparison, IPFS offers several advantages, including a larger and more active community of 

developers and contributors. This is evident from the substantial support IPFS has garnered, with 78 

contributors and over 22100 stars [60] on GitHub, whereas SAFE currently has only 5 contributors and 

no stars [61]. The broader adoption and support of IPFS makes it more convenient for developers to use 

it effectively as the storage layer for blockchains. While SAFE possesses promising features, such as a 

strong emphasis on privacy and security, it is still a relatively new project that has not yet gained the 

same level of adoption and community support as IPFS. As the field of decentralized storage continues 

to evolve, it will be interesting to the development and competition among these and other projects. 

However, based on current data and metrics, IPFS appears to be better suited for use as the storage layer 

for blockchains. 

2.6. Storj 

Storj [29] is a decentralized cloud storage platform that uses a P2P network of storage nodes to provide 

secure and private storage for its users. One of its unique features is the use of Reed-Solomon erasure 

codes [62] to ensure data protection and redundancy, even in the event of node failures or attacks.  

Discussion: Storj has faced some security concerns. For instance, a study by De Figueiredo et al. [63] 

found that satellite nodes in the network could potentially be exploited as vectors for Denial-of-Service 

attacks. In addition, Zhang et al. [64] uncovered a vulnerability in Storj v2.0 that enabled unencrypted 

data to be uploaded to storage nodes, potentially framing the storage node owners for illegal  content. 

While both IPFS and Storj are decentralized storage platforms, IPFS is better suited as the storage 

layer for blockchains due to its content-based addressing and deduplication system, which is more 

efficient and secure than Storj's addressing system. IPFS seamlessly integrates with blockchains thanks 

to its content-addressable storage system and decentralized naming systems like IPNS. On the other 

hand, Storj lacks these features, making it less suitable for seamless integration with blockchains. 

Additionally, Storj uses erasure codes, which could add overhead to storing files [9]. 

Moreover, IPFS benefits from a more mature and active developer community compared to Storj. 

IPFS is continuously improving with new features and capabilities being added regularly. In contrast, 

Storj has a smaller user base and fewer developers, resulting in slower progress and fewer updates. 
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2.7. Arweave 

Arweave [30] is a blockchain-based storage network that provides permanent and decentralized data 

storage at a low cost. The network uses a unique consensus mechanism called "Proof of Access" and a 

native cryptocurrency, AR, to incentivize miners to maintain the network's security and stability. 

To address scalability challenges, Arweave has implemented innovative technical solutions such as 

blockshadows. Similar to compact blocks [65], blockshadows allow nodes to verify the authenticity of 

a block without having to download the entire block. This approach makes the verification process faster 

and more efficient. 

Additionally, Arweave has implemented Wildfire, a solution that improves the scalability and 

efficiency of the network. In the wildfire, nodes within the Arweave network rank their peers according 

to their generosity and responsiveness. Subsequently, the node prioritizes communication with higher-

ranked peers using a gossip-based algorithm. By deploying a network of nodes running wildfire agents, 

the throughput of the network can be maximized. The structure of the network can be represented as a 

directed graph with weighted arcs, where the weights are measured in units such as 'bytes per second 

from last N responses'. Refer to Figure 2 for a visualization of this network. 

 

Figure 2. Wildfire as a weighted graph. 

Discussion: IPFS has several advantages over Arweave: 

Firstly, IPFS uses a content-addressable system that provides faster retrieval times by looking up 

content by its CID in the distributed network. On the other hand, Arweave's blockchain-based system 

requires more computational resources to retrieve content, resulting in slower retrieval times. Therefore, 

IPFS performs better than Arweave in terms of retrieval times. 

Secondly, IPFS has been around for longer and has a larger user base and community support than 

Arweave, providing a more comprehensive set of tools and resources for developers. This advantage 

makes IPFS more attractive to developers looking to build decentralized applications. 

Thirdly, Arweave does not support mutability [9], which means that once content is stored on the 

network, it cannot be changed or updated. In contrast, IPFS supports mutability, allowing content to be 

modified or updated. 
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Fourthly, the Arweave protocol provides on-chain storage on a blockchain-like structure, therefore 

it possesses similar disadvantages of a blockchain [9]. 

Lastly, IPFS is more efficient in terms of storage usage than Arweave. IPFS uses content-

addressable storage, which stores identical pieces of content only once on the network, leading to more 

efficient storage usage. In contrast, Arweave's blockchain-based system requires redundant storage, 

leading to inefficient use of storage resources. 

In summary, IPFS outperforms Arweave in several key areas, including faster retrieval times, a 

larger user base and community support, support for mutability, scalability, and more efficient storage 

usage. These advantages make IPFS a more attractive option for developers looking to build 

decentralized applications. 

3. Research areas 

Blockchains can address the storage issues by leveraging IPFS as an off-chain storage layer. However, 

many challenges remain, such as difficulty in look-up and single functionality. In addition, IPFS itself 

has faced several challenges, which still apply to the interaction mechanism. Daniel and Tschorsch [9] 

identified certain challenges of the new generation of decentralized data storage systems represented by 

IPFS. This includes performance, confidentiality and access control, security, anonymity, and naming. 

Although blockchains may provide potential solutions to some of these challenges, but more 

consideration is needed.  

We observe five representative areas of the interaction mechanism, which could provide new 

research opportunities: performance, access control, security, data availability, and data look-up. 

Table  2 shows both a summary of existing research and a comparison of twenty applications that 

leverage blockchain and IPFS. 

3.1. Performance 

When evaluating a new mechanism, its performance is often the first factor to consider. Simulations or 

tests can be conducted to investigate its performance, data storage efficiency, feasibility, and how it 

compares to other methods. Such evaluations can identify new use cases and strengthen claims that a 

mechanism may replace existing schemes. A data storage model using IPFS and blockchain was 

introduced by Hao et al. [24], demonstrating superior performance compared to current methods. Sun et 

al. [66] developed a secure storage and sharing scheme for electronic medical records by utilizing IPFS 

and blockchain in conjunction with ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE). Their 

approach was shown to be efficient and feasible through performance analysis and simulation 

experiments with real data sets. The interaction mechanism has also performed well in other use cases, 

e.g., distributed e-commerce [3], storage and access control of insurance data [67], a data auction 

mechanism [68], and a data trading mode [69]. 
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Table 2. Comparison of Applications based on Blockchain and IPFS.  

Application Performance Access control Security Data availability Data look-up 

Storage scheme for agricultural 

products tracking [24] 

 

Can outperform the existing methods 

  

- 

 

Double chain verification 

mechanism based on 

blockchain 

 

- 

 
Data query algorithm 

Distributed e-commerce 

system based on IPFS [3] 

 

Has good storage efficiency and can 

verify the authenticity of the data   

 

- 

 

IPFS data storage scheme for 

data authenticity  

 

IPFS backup scheme 

for data availability 

 

Official search center 

provided by OpenBazaar 

and secondary database 

  

Storage and access scheme for 

electronic medical records [66] 

 

Efficient and feasible  

 

 

CP-ABE [70] 

 

CP-ABE 

 

- 

 

Verifiable keyword 

search 

 

Non-repudiation storage and 

access control scheme of 

insurance data [67] 

 

Efficient and feasible 

 

CP-ABE 

 

CP-ABE 

 

- 

 

- 

 

Anti-collusion data auction 

mechanism [68] 

 

Effective 

 

Smart contracts [71] 

 

SmartCheck [72] and 

Ethereum 

 

- 

 

- 

 

Smart contracts based data 

trading mode [69] 

 

Successfully achieved the goal  

 

Smart contracts 

 

Off-chain download 

mechanism 

 

- 

 

- 

 

Logistics information platform 

[54] 

Has greatly improved the block 

storage capacity reduction  
Sub-node query scheme  

Encryption and consortium 

blockchain 
- 

Sub-node query scheme 

and unencrypted copies 

Method of university education 

resource sharing [73] 

 

Ensures safe and dependable data 

storage, reduces storage expenses, 

and greatly enhances file 

accessibility speed 

 

- 

 

Consortium blockchain and 

encryption 

 

- 

 

Smart contracts 
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Table 2. Cont. 

Application Performance Access control Security Data availability Data look-up 

Knowledge sharing 

mechanism based on 

blockchain [74] 

 

Can meet the needs 

 

Consortium blockchain 

 

Smart contracts 

 

- 

 

Smart contracts 

 

Electronic medical record 

sharing framework [75] 

Highly achievable with secure 

storage and efficient sharing, while 

balancing efficiency and cost  

Membership service 

providers and chaincode 

mechanism of Hyperledger 

Fabric [76] 

Hyperledger Fabric and 

symmetric encryption 
- - 

Electronic certificate storage 

system [77] 

Solves the storage problem while 

ensuring the safety, credibility, and 

traceability 

Access permission control 

scheme, Hyperledger Fabric 

Hyperledger Fabric, advanced 

encryption standard [78], and 

elliptic curve cryptography 

- Smart contracts 

Fine-grained access control 

scheme for VANET data [79] 

 

Low-performance overhead  

 

HECP-ABE 

 

HECP-ABE and advanced 

encryption standard 

 

Replication proof, 

erasure coding, and 

incentives 

 

- 

 

High-quality educational 

resource platform based on 

blockchain [80] 

 

Achieves distributed storage and 

sharing  

 

Smart contracts 

 

Encryption and smart contracts 

 

- 

 

- 

 

Scheme for secure sharing of 

business collaboration data 

[81] 

 

Feasible and can meet the 

requirements 

  

Authorization token 

 

Paillier [82]  

 

- 

 

- 

 

IDDS [83] 

 

Improves work efficiency and 

ensures the stability and sharing 

security of data storage  

 

- 

 

Disease prevention and control 

algorithm and symmetric 

encryption 

 

- 

 

- 

 

Blockchain-based traceability 

system for P2P distribution 

[84] 

Works well and supports normal P2P 

distribution  
- - - - 
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3.2. Access control 

Access control for IPFS using blockchains is an active research direction that has been explored by 

several researchers [18–20,66,67,74,77,79,85,86]. There are existing proposals for access control using 

smart contracts [74,75], which are computer programs that run on a shared and replicated ledger [71]. 

Smart contracts are capable of processing information and managing the transfer of value. Smart 

contracts built on blockchain technology consist of processing and storage mechanisms for transactions, 

along with comprehensive state machines that can receive and handle diverse smart contracts. 

Additionally, some blockchains have distinct technical features that can be leveraged to achieve access 

control. For example, Hyperledger Fabric [78] can implement fine-grained access control with its 

membership service providers and chaincode mechanism. 

Attribute-based encryption (ABE) [66,67,79] is a widely researched approach to address the 

challenge of fine-grained access control in data sharing. Sahai and Waters [87] proposed ABE, also 

called Fuzzy identity-based encryption, in 2005. It is considered the most promising encryption primitive 

supporting fine-grained access control. With ABE, there's no need for the data owner to know the 

recipient's identity. Instead, the identity is considered as a series of attributes. The user can decrypt the 

ciphertext only if their attributes comply with the data owner's access policy. There are mainly two types 

of ABE: ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) [70] and key-policy attribute-based 

encryption (KP-ABE) [88]. KP-ABE is mainly utilized in biometric identification systems, while CP-

ABE is better suited for encrypted storage systems.  

In addition to ABE, Proxy re-encryption is another encryption scheme that enables access control. 

It is a special type of asymmetric encryption, first proposed by Blaze et al [89]. The purpose of proxy 

re-encryption is mainly to transform the ciphertext that requires a particular private key for decryption 

to a new ciphertext that can be decrypted by a specified identity private key without exposing any private 

keys. This approach prevents the proxy from accessing the plaintext, thereby maintaining the 

confidentiality and security of the data. Figure 3 illustrates the encryption process, which mainly 

involves three roles: data owner (Alice), Proxy encryptor (Proxy), and data requester (Bob). 

 

Figure 3. Process of Proxy re-encryption. 

Several research papers have introduced novel and complex concepts related to this subject. For 

example, Miao [54] designed a sub-node query scheme that utilizes different data query methods based 

on node role permissions. This approach effectively guarantees the confidentiality of data. 
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3.3. Security 

Security research often involves a back-and-forth process of discovering and fixing new vulnerabilities [9]. 

In the context of blockchain and IPFS, the interaction mechanism ensures the authenticity of the data. 

However, it's important to note that different types of blockchains offer varying degrees of security. The 

three primary types of blockchains are public blockchains, private blockchains, and consortium 

blockchains. Public blockchains are completely decentralized, transparent, and open to all nodes in the 

network for reading, writing, verifying, and consensus building. Participants can earn economic 

incentives through probabilistic consensus mechanisms. Private blockchains are characterized by high 

efficiency, good privacy protection, and low transaction costs, but they have less decentralization and 

stricter control over node authority compared to public and consortium blockchains. Consortium 

blockchains offer limited decentralization and allow for flexible access to nodes through authorization. 

Each node usually has an entity organization, and interest alliances can be formed to maintain the 

consortium blockchain system. Consortium blockchains perform well in terms of transaction efficiency 

and privacy security while allowing more flexible access to nodes [83], making them suitable for some 

systems that require secure data storage using blockchain and IPFS [52,73].  

One of the challenges faced by blockchains is the issue of forking. Ideally, nodes involved in the 

data writing process would broadcast notifications to other nodes upon successfully mining a block. The 

recipient nodes would then verify the legality of the mined block and subsequently add it to the end of 

the blockchain while halting the mining process of that particular block. In this case, data consistency 

and legality across all nodes is guaranteed by the blockchain mechanism. However, delays in data 

communication caused by factors such as network issues mean that two nodes can generate legitimate 

block simultaneously and broadcast it to other nodes at the same time. Each node receives the block in 

a different order, which leads to the phenomenon of inconsistent blockchain data. The blockchain forking 

problem is to study how to maintain data consistency in a practical environment. Xie [90] proposed that 

initiating a network-wide vote by a randomly generated arbitration node when a fork occurs, which 

decides the legitimate branch. Liu [83] proposed a new improvement scheme based on delegated proof 

of stake (DPoS) in three aspects: reputation points, voting mechanism, rewards and thresholds, which 

improves the security of consensus and the motivation of voting nodes. 

In addition, well-designed smart contracts can be utilized to realize the security of data [74,80]. 

However, to achieve this security, it’s crucial to ensure that the smart contract code is error-free and not 

vulnerable to any security threats [91]. One tool that can aid in this effort is SmartCheck [72], an open-

source tool for analyzing smart contract code against known errors and vulnerabilities. By utilizing 

SmartCheck, developers can enhance the security of their smart contracts and ensure that they are 

protected against potential threats. 

Encryption plays a vital role in safeguarding data in distributed systems [9]. Apart from schemes 

supporting access control we mentioned above, AES algorithms [77,79], ECC schemes [77] and 

Paillier  [81] are some of the popular encryption schemes used. Many other schemes 

[54,66,67,73,75,80,83] are also utilized to secure the data before storing it in the interaction mechanism. 

Security research also needs to look at attack vectors, not just those that are known, but also potential 

new ones [9]. As a result, security research extends beyond blockchain and IPFS to explore new ways 

of protecting against  attacks. 
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3.4. Data availability 

The IPFS network lacks implicit mechanisms to ensure availability, making it vulnerable to node 

maintenance or failure which can result in reduced availability of stored blocks. Typically, only the data 

owner and the data requesters possess all the blocks of a file. Active replication is not employed as part 

of the protocol. If the local data of both the data owner and the data requesters is lost, the file becomes 

inaccessible. To address this issue, it may be necessary to create multiple copies of blocks to enhance 

availability. In general, P2P systems face a significant challenge with long-term availability [9]. 

Incentives can enhance replication mechanisms and guarantee redundancy through financial 

methods [9]. For storage assurance, Filecoin [65] exists. Filecoin is a public cryptocurrency and digital 

payment system that operates on a blockchain, enabling network participants to record their 

commitments. Filecoin leverages a storage and retrieval market to store and retrieve files, and manages 

deal execution through distributed ledgers that leverage Proof-of-Replication [92] and Proof-of-Space-

Time. The storage market is responsible for storing data, while the retrieval market is responsible for 

retrieving data. Retrieval miners provide data in exchange for Filecoin. To promote collaboration and 

compensation among clients and retrieval miners, the system employs payment channels to ensure secure 

data retrieval and micro-payment compensation. These payment channels facilitate the exchange of data 

in small increments, with compensation provided before the transfer of each new piece of data. 

IPFS can work independently from Filecoin [9]. As a result, it is worthwhile to explore alternative 

approaches for ensuring data availability, beyond relying solely on incentive mechanisms. IPFS utilizes 

cache-based replication, which occurs naturally in response to requests and relies on volunteers. This 

replication method is particularly beneficial for popular content. However, active replication can further 

enhance data availability. To accomplish this, a certain level of coordination and communication 

becomes necessary [9]. Thus, it is crucial to develop a coordinated and suitable scheme for data 

replication or backup.  

In today's rapidly evolving information technology landscape, data backup has emerged as a critical 

aspect of ensuring data availability. As the diversity and volume of data continue to grow, traditional 

backup solutions that rely on storing data on multiple servers can become costly to maintain and manage. 

Furthermore, if multiple servers are placed in the same physical location, it’s possible to create a single 

point of failure, potentially resulting in permanent data loss during catastrophic disasters. Therefore, it 

is imperative to establish a robust backup solution that not only facilitates quick data recovery in the 

event of a disaster but also ensures seamless fulfillment of data requests from users, even in the event of 

server failure or data loss [93].  

To address these challenges, P2P backup solutions can be explored. In a P2P network, data is 

distributed across multiple peers as there is no central server to store it. To prevent data loss and ensure 

availability, backup technologies in P2P networks use redundant storage across multiple peers, 

improving data sharing speed [94,95]. This approach leverages idle computing and storage resources 

within the network, eliminating bottlenecks associated with using a single resource and improving data 

transfer efficiency. There are three backup primary modes in P2P networks [3]: centralized backup, 

cluster backup, and replication contract backup. 

In the centralized backup mode, a unified backup center is established within the P2P network, as 

depicted in Figure 4. The primary responsibility of the backup center is to backup data for the entire P2P 
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network. This approach offers the advantage of centralized storage and management of backup data, 

eliminating the uncertainty of data availability caused by peers in the P2P network being online or offline 

at any time. However, this approach also has its disadvantages. the backup center is under significant 

load, and any crash or failure could lead to a substantial amount of data becoming unavailable [3]. 

 

Figure 4. Centralized backup mode. 

In the cluster backup mode, the network is divided into small clusters [96], as shown in Figure 5. 

Each cluster regularly elects a master node to manage and monitor data backup within the cluster. The 

master node serves as the center of the cluster, and data is backed up on each peer. It has the advantage 

of effective utilization of the storage space within a cluster. However, here are some drawbacks to this 

mode. Data needs to be frequently synchronized within a cluster, and peers in a cluster may become 

isolated from the outside network. If the storage capability of peers in a cluster are insufficient, due to 

an uneven distribution of online time or limited storage space, the backup results may be inadequate [3]. 

Therefore, it is important to carefully consider the storage capabilities and distribution of peers before 

implementing cluster backup mode. 

 

Figure 5. Cluster backup mode. 
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In the replication contract backup mode, as depicted in Figure 6, a replication contract [97–101] is 

established between two peers. Both parties store each other's backup data in a peer-to-peer transaction 

without requiring an incentive mechanism. One of the key advantages of the replication contract backup 

mode is that the protocol is straightforward, eliminating the need for incentives or frequent 

communication. Each peer can focus solely on its contract partner, simplifying the process. Additionally, 

unlike the cluster backup mode, there is no isolation of peers in this mode. However, there is one 

potential disadvantage to consider. When selecting a backup partner, it is necessary to send a request to 

the entire network until a suitable backup partner is selected. Nevertheless, if a suitable backup partner 

is chosen, there is no need for frequent selection of another backup partner [3]. Overall, the replication 

contract backup mode offers a simple and efficient backup solution, with the potential to overcome some 

of the challenges associated with traditional backup mechanisms. 

 

Figure 6. Replication contract backup mode. 

Hao [3] proposed an IPFS backup scheme for data availability, which is a replication contract 

backup scheme. The scheme includes a backup node selection algorithm based on node online time 

complementation and a replication contract scheme based on peer assistance monitoring. The backup 

node selection algorithm uses historical online time data to predict the online time of nodes in the future. 

Based on the online time of all nodes that have backed up the data, the available time of the backup data 

is calculated. The degree of complementarity between the online time of nodes and the available time of 

backup data determines the improvement of backup data availability. Candidate backup nodes are ranked 

based on this degree of complementarity, and the node with the highest score is selected as the backup 

node in priority. Once the backup node is identified, a replication contract is established between both 

parties, and a replication contract scheme based on peer-assisted monitoring is used to store each other's 

data and update the backup data at any time. During the replication contract fulfillment process, a 

monitoring mechanism based on peer-assisted monitoring is utilized to ensure the fulfillment of the 

agreement. If the monitoring mechanism detects that the backup node does not fulfill the agreement, the 

replication contract is canceled, and new backup nodes will be reselected based on the backup node 

selection algorithm. 
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3.5. Data look-up 

In IPFS, files are split into blocks and organized into a Merkle DAG, where the root node contains 

enough information to retrieve the entire file. The process of file look-up is opportunistic, meaning that 

peers are queried without prior knowledge of their possession of the blocks or file. If the opportunistic 

request fails, a backup lookup is performed using the DHT. The root node is stored on the blockchain, 

and data look-up on the blockchain is typically done by calling smart contracts [73,74,77]. Some 

researchers have proposed other intriguing methods, such as the query verification algorithm of Hao et 

al. [24] for a blockchain-based double-chain storage structure, which aims to verify the authenticity of 

data during retrieval. Additionally, the sub-node query scheme of Miao [54], which we mentioned above, 

uses different data query methods based on node role permissions, which can improve efficiency when 

querying different nodes. 

4. Conclusion 

Blockchains are decentralized digital ledgers that offer data immutability without relying on third-party 

intermediaries. Yet, blockchains suffer from problems such as limited on-chain storage capacity. To 

overcome this limitation, IPFS has emerged as the mainstream platform for off-chain storage. Moreover, 

the integration of blockchain with IPFS can offer a range of benefits beyond just storage. Blockchains 

can ensure the authenticity and integrity of data stored on IPFS, providing a mechanism for access 

control, and enabling secure sharing of information. This interaction mechanism between blockchain 

and IPFS combines the strengths of both technologies, mitigating each other's weaknesses and offering 

new opportunities for decentralized applications. 

In this survey paper, we have examined the interaction mechanism between blockchain and IPFS, 

focusing on identifying open research areas. From our qualitative comparison of twenty applications that 

leverage the interaction mechanism, we can conclude that these applications utilize varying solutions to 

address access control, security, and data look-up challenges. Most notably, encryption schemes 

supporting fine-grained access control, e.g., CP-ABE, seem to be ubiquitous to effectively regulate data 

access while maintaining retrieval speed. We also see different measurements to ensure feasible access 

control and data security, i.e., well-designed smart contracts.  

Improving the data availability of IPFS beyond incentive mechanisms is an important open task 

that lacks sufficient research. Especially, suitable data backup schemes are difficult to design or choose 

in certain scenarios. We can consider taking inspiration from existing data backup approaches or 

availability mechanisms used by different data networks. In general, the interaction mechanism has 

become part of the research agenda, either as the foundation for other applications or as a focal point for 

investigation. Nonetheless, numerous challenges and unresolved queries persist. Thus, we are optimistic 

that the interaction mechanism between blockchain and IPFS will present a plethora of thrilling 

research  prospects. 
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